
Upper Captiva Fire and Rescue Nov 17th Chief’s Report.

● We have responded to 3 EMS and 0 FIRE calls in the
last month. 51 total calls for the year.

● There have been 0 capital purchases or disposals.
● The Gym is complete and the equipment is on the island

being assembled.
● The bunker gear room has been completed.
● The Command staff meeting on the 21st went. DC Trujillo

has decided to step down from his position. We thank him
for everything he has done for the department. The
remaining command staff met and decided to promote LT
Dan Garretto to DC EMS. He will do an exceptional job.
DC Garretto has been employed with UCFRD for 10
years; he's been a state medic since 2010. He is an
instructor who will keep all our retired guys certs current.
He is active with USAR. The man holds many certs. We
are lucky to have him.

● DC Doerr will have a presentation to present for new
SCBA packs and bottles as well as a replacement plan.
At December’s meeting.

● I have received one quote from A&E for the West
Stairwell and the AC platform. Pedro with Verona will be
by 11/16 and provide a quote. Spoke to Phil Heebner he
stated he would be by next week to inspect and provide a
quote as well. I will have all 3 quotes to present at
December's commissioners meeting. I apologize for the
delay. Island time is a real dilemma.

● Island Girl has provided a “New” contract. It would consist
of 39$ round trip and 5$ per vehicle. This is if we continue
to utilize Island Girl. I have spoken to Tarpon Lodge. Mr
Wells is a very nice man but does not have any slips
currently available. I pondered calling Four Winds the
added time on a boat may create a shift change issue as



it will add roughly 10-15 minutes to the trip. I will call the
CO-OP and see about that option as it's a more direct
route. I know NCIC utilizes this route and I can speak to
Corey, the NCIC Captain. He and I go back. We used to
dive together about the route.

● Questions Comments Concerns…..


